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Is it an agreement?



Is it a financial agreement?

There must be a written agreement with respect to any (but 
not necessarily all) of the property, financial resources 
and/or maintenance of the parties.

The parties to the Financial Agreement cannot be parties 
to any other "binding financial agreement" with respect to 
the matters listed above.

The Financial Agreement must be expressed to be made 
under s90B, s90C, s90D, s90UB, s90UC or s90UD (as the 
case may be).



See section 90G



If it is not binding, could it still be held to be binding as it 
would be unjust and inequitable not to do so?

See section 90G(1A)



If the agreement is binding, the Court does not have 
Part VIII jurisdiction in respect of the financial matters 

covered by the Agreement (s71A)



Even if it is binding, can it be set aside under 90K/90KA?



High Court of Australia decision of Kennedy & Thorne

 Spelled the death knell of prenuptial agreements

 Sent shockwaves through the family law fraternity

 Could trigger a wave of lawsuits seeking to overturn
existing financial agreements

What happened?





At first instance the Agreement was set aside:

The wife had argued the agreements ought to be set
aside for grounds including duress, undue influence and
unconscionability, but the trial judge ultimately set them
aside on the basis of duress only.

 "The wife signed the first agreement under duress. It is
duress born of inequality of bargaining power where there
was no outcome available to her that was fair or
reasonable.”

The second agreement suffered the same defects.
Although the time pressure was absent, all the other
inequalities remained.



First instance decision of Judge Demack

Ms T had no choice other than to enter into the Agreement. 
There were 6 matters referred to by Judge Demack in 
finding that the wife was powerless:

her lack of financial equality 
her lack of permanent status in Australia at the time
her reliance on Mr Kennedy for all things
her emotional connectedness to their relationship and the 

prospect of motherhood
her emotional preparation for marriage
 the publicness of her upcoming marriage



The Full Court upheld the Agreement

The appeal was allowed: there was no duress, undue 
influence or unconscionability 

Duress?

oThe wrong test had been applied at first instance

oThe correct test is whether there is threatened or actual 
unlawful conduct.  There needed to be a finding that the 
pressure was illegitimate or unlawful.

oIt is not sufficient that there is compulsion or absence of 
choice. 

oInequality of bargaining power cannot establish duress.



Special leave application/transcript

A central issue in the appeal was said to be whether the
principles of law and equity for determining the validity of
contracts are any different under the Act (in their application
to financial agreements), given the statutory and public
policy context in which they operate in accordance with the
obligations of mutual support inherent in a marriage
relationship.



The High Court in Kennedy & Thorne:

 The plurality found that the agreement was voidable due to
both undue influence and unconscionability.

 The 6 factors identified by Judge Demack were relevant
circumstances in the finding of undue influence.

 It was those 6 factors, together with the lack of a fair or
reasonable outcome, that led Judge Demack to find that Ms
Thorne had no choice but to enter the agreement.

 Judge Demack had set aside the agreements for duress,
although she had used that label interchangeably with undue
influence, which was a better characterisation of her findings.



The High Court in Kennedy & Thorne:

In considering whether a party has been the subject of
undue influence in the context of financial agreements, the
following factors may have prominence:

whether the agreement was offered on the basis that it
was not subject to negotiation
 the emotional circumstances in which the agreement was

entered including any explicit or implicit threat to end the
marriage or engagement
whether there was any time for careful reflection
 the nature of the parties' relationship
 the relative financial positions of the parties
 the independent advice that was received and whether

there was time to reflect on that advice



Can you save a party from a bad bargain?



Bad bargains: the fin in the water

By their nature agreements of this type are usually more 
favourable, and sometimes much more favourable, for 
one party.

BUT

It can be an indicator of undue influence if an agreement 
is signed despite being known to be grossly unreasonable 
even for agreements of this type.



Practical implications of judgement for family lawyers

• Focus on timing in terms of the commencement of 
negotiations, the provision of the draft and the date on 
which you provide advice

• Focus on your advice

• Focus on the adequacy of provision

• Consider the 6 factors set out by Judge Demack

• Consider the factors set out in the HCA judgment as those 
which may have prominence when considering whether a 
party is subject to undue influence



Disclosure obligations – how much is enough?



A section 90G attack  

 Abrum & Abrum [2013] FamCA 897

 Application of the s90G(1A) saving provision



The first Full Court decision on section 90K(1)(d) 

Fewster & Drake [2016] FamCAFC 214 per Strickland, 
Aldridge & Kent JJ

The hardship must result from the material change in 
circumstances, and not from some other cause.



A section 90K challenge where the agreement upheld:

Kapsalis & Kapsalis [2017] FamCA 89 per Rees J  



But failure to disclose was fairly significant in Ainsley & 
Lake [2016] FCCA 2132



A section 90K challenge

Zagar & Hellner [2016] FamCA 224 per McClelland J

Unconscionability

Where special disadvantage is established, the Court can
look at the actual position of the parties after signing the
agreement and the practical impact the agreement has
had, in determining whether the agreement is fair, just and
reasonable



Piper & Mueller  [2015] FLC 93-686



Is a maintenance claim still available?

What does the agreement say?

Has section 90E been complied with?

Does section 90F help?

Consequences where maintenance left at large



Impacts on enforceability – third party interests

Consideration of the necessary parties to the financial 
agreement



Practical considerations in running a case

Pleadings: see Ogilvy & Ogilvy [2017] FamCA 626

 Interim costs: see Chatterjee and Woodby-Chatterjee 
2015 FamCA 947

Financial disclosure 

Privilege

Bifurcation of the hearing



Legislative reform

 Submissions of Women's Legal Service Queensland
and Australian Women Against Violence Alliance in
respect of the 2015 Bill

 Consideration of behavior post-dating the agreement?

 ALRC Review



Who ought to be a party to the litigation?  The accrued 
jurisdiction cases


